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Background	
*	The successful use of micro computers is fundamental need for an occupational and educational placement of people with visual Impairments.
*	People with visual impairments use computers more often than people who are sighted in most area (NTIA, 2002)
*	People with visual impairments have limitations in choosing platforms because most of the AT software could be operated under the windows environment.
*	As the Mac computer has rapidly expanded its market share since 2005, people with visual impairments have more chance to be confronted with it in their work sites including educational environment.
Learning Objectives
*	Participants in this session will know
*	Five groups of people who will get benefit from the use of Microsoft Windows on the Intel-based McIntosh platform
*	Four different types of methods in implementing the technology
*	Advantages and disadvantages of the primary two methods of the technology
*	Limitations and difficulties of the technology in relates to assistive technology applications

*	Participants will also understand the detailed procedure in installing and setting up Windows on Intel-based McIntosh computers with the use of pre-recorded webcast video.
*	Handout will be distributed at the end of the session.

The technology is for
*	AT professionals who test various types of HW/SW in different platforms
*	AT instructors who use Mac for personal use but Windows for instructional purposes
*	TVIs who need to use both Mac and Windows based HW/SW
*	Others who need to have access to more than one types of operating systems
*	Web developers who need to test compatibility issues on various web-browsers.
Methods to Choose
*	Dual booting
*	Running Windows in a virtual machine
*	Running Windows apps directly in Mac OS X -- without Windows
*	Running Windows apps remotely
Things to have
*	A Macintosh computer with Intel-based platform
*	More than 2GB of RAM (4GB recommended if virtual machine option is used)
*	A fully licensed copy of Windows XP or Vista (Full install version preferred).








*	Using Boot Camp 




*	Windows XP or Vista


*	Setup and Installing 
  Drivers
*	OS X15(Leopard) 
    Disc 1 required
 Advantages and Disadvantages
Pros:
*	This is the fastest option for Windows under the Mac hardware environment.
*	No complications on graphics and resources
*	Requires least amount of hardware resources
 Advantages and Disadvantages
Cons:
*	Cannot access Windows and Mac files at the same time
*	Requires extra time in switching between Windows and OS X
*	Data  recovery/reformatting HDD requires additional care
*	Not accessible during installation












*	Break Down the Walls Between PC and Mac
*	Safer Windows on the Mac






*	Instant switch between Windows and Os X
*	Share data
*	Run additional operating systems as necessary
*	Easy to reinstall 
*	Fast to boot to Windows 
Advantages and Disadvantages
Cons: 
*	Graphic resource problems: Screen reader and screen magnification software
*	Slower than native Windows
*	Requires additional RAM
*	Not accessible during installation of Windows


Windows APs without Windows
*	CodeWeavers CrossOver enables users to run Windows XP applications in Mac OS X, but without running Windows itself. 
*	Crossover is not a virtualization environment or a dual boot enabler. Instead, it adds code to Mac OS X that certain Windows applications need to run. Document files created by Windows applications are stored in Mac folders, not in a virtual disk image or a separate partition. 
Windows APs without Windows (continue)
*	CrossOver runs each Windows application in a Mac OS X window. There is no Windows desktop or start menu; Windows programs can minimize in the Mac OS X Dock. CrossOver has a Programs menu in the Mac OS X menu bar that lists Windows applications.
*	Because CrossOver doesn't require the user to own a copy of Windows XP, the total cost of ownership is lower than any virtualization solution and lower than Apple’s Boot Camp solution. 
 
	Run Windows APs on Network












*	Key Mapper download page
*	Macall page


